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• Why is standard compliance relevant? 

• Why is it hard to assess? 

• How can you check compliance automatically? 

• What about actual standard compliance in 
published process collections? 

• What is still missing? 
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standard compliance relevant? 
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Why is  



standard compliance relevant? 
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Why is  



 Why is it hard to assess? 

1 Complexity of the specification 

2 Quality of the specification 

3 No reference implementation,  
 no certification authority 
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4 Not even a list of all constraints 



How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 

1 Basic structural, cardinality, and value constraints 

2 Reference integrity 

3 Extended, more complex constraints 



1 Basic structural, cardinality, and value constraints 

2 Reference integrity 

Extended, more complex constraints 

How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 

1 Basic structural, cardinality, and value constraints 

2 Reference integrity 

3 Extended, more complex constraints 

What about using an XML schema validation? 



What about using a state-of-the-art modeling tool? 

1 Basic structural, cardinality, and value constraints 

2 Reference integrity 

Extended, more complex constraints 

How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 

1 Basic structural, cardinality, and value constraints 

2 Reference integrity 

3 Extended, more complex constraints 



How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 



How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 

BPELlint tool 



How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 

Parse XML 
including all 

„imported“ files 
Using Schematron 

XML and HTML 
format 

Build Maps, check 
existence and type 



How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 

<iso:pattern name="EXT.057"> 
    <iso:rule context="bpmn:subProcess[@triggeredByEvent='true']"> 
        <iso:assert test="not(bpmn:incoming) and not(bpmn:outgoing)" diagnostics="id"> 
           EXT.057|An Event Sub-Process MUST NOT have any incoming or outgoing Sequence Flows. 
        </iso:assert> 
    </iso:rule> 
</iso:pattern> 



How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 

<subProcess id="EventSub" triggeredByEvent="true" ...> 
   <incoming>SeqFlow_Sub_Task1_EventSub</incoming> 
   <incoming>SeqFlow_Sub_Task2_EventSub</incoming> 
   <startEvent id="Timer_Start" isInterrupting="true" name=""> 
      <outgoing>SeqFlow_Timer_Start_Task</outgoing> 
      <timerEventDefinition id="some_id"/> 
   </startEvent> 
   <!-- --> 
</subProcess> 

<iso:pattern name="EXT.057"> 
    <iso:rule context="bpmn:subProcess[@triggeredByEvent='true']"> 
        <iso:assert test="not(bpmn:incoming) and not(bpmn:outgoing)" diagnostics="id"> 
           EXT.057|An Event Sub-Process MUST NOT have any incoming or outgoing Sequence Flows. 
        </iso:assert> 
    </iso:rule> 
</iso:pattern> 



How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 

REPORT EXAMPLE?! 



How can you  
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check compliance automatically? 

1 Basic structural and cardinality constraints 

2 Reference integrity 

3 Extended, more complex constraints 

With              :  



What about  
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actual standard compliance  
 in published process collections? 

# of models valid invalid 

26  16  10 

12    8   4 

32   0  32 



What about  
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actual standard compliance  
 in published process collections? 

• Schema invalid 

• Omission of mandatory elements  
 (esp. for executable processes) 

• invalid SeqFlows (wrong implementation, 
invalid or missing connections) 

Some frequent problems: 



What about  
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actual standard compliance  
 in published process collections? 

• Creating standard compliant processes is hard 
– even for experts 

• BPMN MIWG only partially successful 

• Should the standard be changed to be less 
strict? 

Some take home points: 



What is still missing? 

• What about behavioral properties? 

• What about integrating BPMNspector 
into modeling tools and engines? 

• Are the findings representative? 
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Thank you for your attention. 
 Any questions? 

matthias.geiger@uni-bamberg.de 
20 BPMNspector.org 
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